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ABSTRACT   

The use of biometric systems is growing every day. Fingerprint scanning is the one biometric identification method available today that is 

mostly used. The security of fingerprint scanners has however been questioned and it has been shown that fingerprint scanners can be 

deceived very easily, using simple, inexpensive techniques with artificial fingerprints. This work aims to describe liveness detection 

technique by means of first order texture features. The “Fin key Hamster” scanner manufactured by “Nitgen Biometric solution, Korea”, 

having 500 dpi resolution is used for this purpose. To develop database, live fingerprint of 20 persons are taken and their corresponding 

gummy finger using gelatin is prepared. The images are stored in the form of template which is formed using image processing techniques. 

The steps include histogram equalization, binarisation, thinning, minutiae detection and false minutiae removal. Matching algorithm is 

developed using Euclidean distance technique. The proposed algorithm for liveness is then integrated. The results demonstrate perfect 

separation of live and not live for the normal conditions. False Rejection Ratio (FRR) is calculated for genuine-live users and False 

Acceptance Ratio (FAR) is for genuine-not live, imposter-live and imposter-not live and is found within acceptable range.  

KEYWORDS   Biometric identification, liveness and texture features. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

More recently, an increasing number of civilian and 

commercial applications are either using or actively 

considering using fingerprint based identification because of 

a better understanding of fingerprints as well as 

demonstrated matching performance than any other existing 

biometric technology. The technology becomes a popular 

identification and verification tool [10]. Types of existing 

biometric are fingerprint, iris, eye retina, hand, gait, face and 

voice or face [2]. Fingerprint based identification is one of 

the most important biometric technologies which has drawn 

a substantial amount of attention recently [1]. Fingerprints 

are believed to be unique across individuals and across 

fingers of same individual. Even identical twins have similar 

DNA, are believed to have different fingerprints. These 

observations have led to the increased use of automatic 

fingerprint based identification in both civilian and law-

enforcement applications [6].  

1.1 Spoofing 

Fraudulent entry of an unauthorized person into a fingerprint 

recognition system using faux fingerprint sample is termed 

as spoofing [11]. Recently, different spoofing techniques 

have been reported, which include fake fingers using gelatin 

(gummy fingers), moldable plastic, clay, play-doh, wax and 

silicon, developed from casts of live fingers or latent 

fingerprints [11-16]. Cadaver fingers have also been shown 

to reliably be scanned and verified by fingerprint devices of 

various technologies [11]. One efficient countermeasure 

against such a fraudulent attacks is liveness detection. As the 

name suggests, this technique checks whether the incoming 

biometric signal is coming from a live, genuine person [11, 

16]. In this work, a new technique that requires only one 

image per class to do further analysis is proposed. First 

order texture feature analysis of fingerprint images is 

performed to distinguish ‘live’ fingers. This method relies 

on the subtle characteristics of the underlying fingerprint 

texture, which are different for different types of images as 

shown in figure below. Figures a, b, c shows fingerprints of 

live persons and figures a’, b’, c’ shows corresponding 

images of artificial fingers. 

a             b               c

a’                    b’      c’

Live Fingerprint Images

Gummy Fingerprint Images

 
1.2 Liveness Detection techniques 

Previously, liveness detection techniques have been 

suggested as a countermeasure against spoofing of 

fingerprint scanners. Several liveness measures including 

pulse, pulse oximetry, electrocardiogram (ECG), 

temperature detection, resistance measurement and 

multispectroscopy based techniques are suggested. Liveness 

detection for fingerprint scanners can be applied using  

• Extra hardware to acquire liveness signs 

• Soft processing techniques to extract liveness signs   

from already captured information. 

Main drawbacks of hardware based approaches are being 

bulky, expensive and vulnerable to the spoofing techniques.  

1.2.1 Pulse Oximetry 

Pulse oximetry is based on different absorption of two 

wavelengths of light projected through the finger. While 

blood oxygen content is ignored, the pulse information is 

used for liveness determination. This method suffers with 

drawbacks including a requirement that the finger be 

completely covered for the test since ambient light may 

interfere [13]. 
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1.2.2 Measurement of Skin Resistance 

The electrical resistance of human skin with pre-specified 

range is used as liveness measure. In this method finger skin 

resistance is measured using LCR meter or ohmmeter or 

multimeter.The conductivity of human skin is based on 

humidity and humidity depends on people’s biological 

characteristics. Some people have dry fingers which results 

in high resistance (2 MΩ) and others have sweaty ones 

which results in low resistance (20 KΩ). As a result the span 

of permissible resistance levels has to be big enough to 

make the system usable. In such a situation it is quite easy 

for an imposter to fool system. Moreover, the imposter can 

use a salt solution of a suitable concentration or put some 

saliva on the fake finger to imitate the electric properties of 

the real finger. This method can be spoofed by gelatin 

fingers as they have comparable moisture level as compared 

to human skin. 

1.2.3 Laser System 

The proposed optical method for liveness testing is laser 

distance measurement. The laser distance measurement 

module could be integrated with a standard optical 

fingerprint sensor. We assume volume changes (expansion 

and contraction) due to heart activity, which causes fine 

movements of the skin. The laser sensor is able to measure 

very small changes in distance (µm).The comparison of the 

computed curve and a normalized standard curve (the 

template) will reveal if the measured heart activity indicates 

a fake finger or another attempt of fraud.  

An elegant approach uses multi-spectral sensors to expose 

the fingers to different optical wavelengths. This, as in 

others, requires extra hardware in a specially designed 

fingerprint scanner. A gelatin faux fingerprint is shown to 

have optical properties similar to human skin [2]. 

1.2.4 Measurement of Finger Skin Temperature 

Measurement of human skin’s temperature has been realized 

by using a thermo-camera. This method detects temperature 

of epidermis which typically is in the range 25-30 degree 

centigrade. Main drawback of this method is vulnerability 

increases as the range of operating temperature increases 

[13]. The normal temperature range is 25-30 but when a 

person has fever, temperature increases or if person has 

blood circulation problem then there are variations in 

temperature. The only way to improve such situation is to 

make working range border which will increase the 

likelihood that the system will be deceived. 

1.2.5 Use of ECG 

Another suggested method is an ECG measurement. This 

method requires two contact points on the opposite side of 

the subject’s body to be able to perform measurement. This 

method is bulky. The user has to hold his/her finger still for 

6 to 8 sec. This is quite a long time when it comes to these 

types of applications. If the user moves the finger, the 

measurement has to be started all over again, hence less 

practical [11]. From all these, we can say that hardware 

based methods require replacement of sensor, some methods 

are bulky, some are expensive and some can be easily 

spoofed. Another approach to detect liveness is software 

based liveness measurement. The proposed method, being 

purely software based, is cheaper and more flexible for 

future applications.  

1.3 Software Based Liveness Detection 

This paper proposes liveness detection method using 

statistical features. Results are represented in terms of % 

recognition rate. Section 2 describes image processing 

techniques in short. Brief review of liveness detection 

algorithm and statistical parameter calculations to 

distinguish between ‘live’ and ‘not live’ fingerprints is 

explained in section 3. The experimental settings, results are 

shown and discussed in section 4. Conclusion is drawn in 

section 5. 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Since the fingerprint images acquired from sensors are not 

assured with perfect quality, for increasing the contrast 

between ridges and furrows and for connecting the false 

broken points of ridges due to insufficient amount of ink are 

very useful for keep a higher accuracy to fingerprint 

recognition. Histogram Equalization has been used to do 

image enhancement. Histogram equalization is to expand the 

pixel value distribution of an image so as to increase the 

perceptional information. And then the fingerprint image is 

binarised using the locally adaptive threshold method. 

Fingerprint Image Binarisation is to transform the 8-bit Gray 

fingerprint image to a 1-bit image with 0-value for ridges 

and 1-value for furrows [3]. After the operation, ridges in 

the fingerprint are highlighted with black color while 

furrows are white. For minutiae extraction stage, iterative 

parallel thinning algorithm is used. Ridge Thinning is to 

eliminate the redundant pixels of ridges till the ridges are 

just one pixel wide. The thinned ridge map is then filtered 

by other three Morphological operations to remove some H 

breaks, isolated points and spikes [5], [7]. 

3. LIVENESS DETECTION ALGORITHM 

A key component for liveness detection is its integration 

within the fingerprint recognition system. The fingerprint 

recognition system with liveness detection algorithm is as 

shown in figure 3.1.   

As shown in the figure, the fingerprint recognition system is 

supplemented with the liveness detection algorithm to make 

the liveness embedded fingerprint recognition system 

intelligent enough, not only to identify the correct 

fingerprint pairs, but also to recognize whether the sample 

provided to the scanner is coming from a live genuine 

person or not. As shown, the matcher and liveness unit are 

placed in series with each other with the matcher before 

liveness unit. The reasons behind structuring the liveness 

algorithm after the matcher is that the liveness detection is 

performed for matched classes only and not for ‘non-

matched’ pairs. The matcher acts as a quality check for the 

liveness algorithm. For a fingerprint recognition system, 

matched pairs contribute to the ‘genuine’ class and pairs 

which are not matched contribute to the ‘imposter’ class. For 

this liveness embedded fingerprint recognition system, only 

live and matched pairs belong to the ‘genuine’ class. The 

remaining three cases of live-not matched, not live-not 
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matched and not live-matched belong to the ‘imposter’   

category. 

 

Enrolled Subject Subject to be verified

MATCH

?

NO

IMPOSTER

YES

NO

IMPOSTER

DATA

BASE

YES

GENUINE MATCH

LIVE?

FINGERPRINT MATCHING ALGORITHM

LIVENESS DETECTION ALGORITHM

   
Fig3.1: Fingerprint Liveness Detection Algorithm 

3.1 Statistical Features 

The gray level associated with the fingerprint pixels can be 

used to analyse liveness associated with that fingerprint 

image. Also, visually it is pertinent that gray level 

distribution in a fingerprint image changes when the 

physical structure changes. Several texture features are used 

to quantify this information. Texture features can be divided 

into first, second and higher order statistics [16]. The gray 

level distribution of the single pixels is modelled as first 

order statistics while second order statistics refer to the joint 

gray level function between pair of pixels. 

3.1.1. First order features 

These features directly refer to the visually observed 

difference in the ‘live’ and ‘not live’ fingerprints. This was 

confirmed by changes in the types of histograms of different 

fingerprints. If H (n) indicates the normalized histogram, the 

first order features used for the this work are as follows, 

Energy: e   = ∑ H (n) 2 

Entropy: S   = - ∑ H (n) log H (n) 

Median: M   = arg min (∑ H (n) |n-a|) 

Variance: σ2    = ∑ (n-µ) 2 H (n)  

Skewness: ϒ1    = 1/ σ3∑ (n-µ) 3 H (n) 

Kurtosis: ϒ2   = 1/ σ4∑ (n-µ) 4 H (n) 

Coefficient of variation:cv  = σ/µ 

3.2 Data Management 

To extract minutiae features from fingerprint, we had used 

gray- scale fingerprint images captured using 500 dpi optical 

scanner. Data is created by preparing gummy fingerprint 

images using ‘with co-operation’ technique. The subjects in 

the database consist of volunteers in the age of 14 to 50 

years and 50% are male. The play-doh clay is used to 

prepare mould as its cost is very less and mainly due to 

reusable advantage. Using white silicon fake fingerprint is 

prepared.  The database consisted of fingerprints of 20 

individuals (live and fake). 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section shows the results generated after applying the 

algorithm. The algorithm first find out the minutiae points of 

the image using minutiae extraction technique described in 

section 2 and if match is there then it calculates first order 

texture features described in section 3.1.1.  

4.1 Evaluation indexes for fingerprint recognition: 

Two indexes are well accepted to determine the performance 

of a fingerprint recognition system. One is FRR (false 

rejection ratio) and the other is FAR (false acceptance ratio). 

False Rejection Ratio (FRR) is calculated for genuine-live 

users and False Acceptance Ratio (FAR) is for genuine-not 

live, imposter-live and imposter-not live and is found within 

acceptable range. FAR-describes the number of times, 

someone is inaccurately positively matched.FRR-derives the 

number of times, someone who should be identified 

positively is instead rejected. 

FAR: 

(%) FAR= (FA/N)X100 

FA= number of incidents of false acceptance 

N=total number of samples 

FRR: 

(%) FRR= (FR/N)X100 

FR=number of incidents of false rejections 

The algorithm is capable of detecting liveness of fingerprints 

at a good correct rate, as given in table 1 

Table 1 Showing False Acceptance Rate, False Reject 

Rate 

FRR (Genuine-Live) 7.5% 

FAR (Genuine-Not live) 0.07% 

FAR (Imposter-live) 0.02% 

FAR (Imposter-Not live) 0.05% 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

The reliability of any automatic fingerprint system strongly 

relies on the precision obtained in the minutiae extraction 

process. In this project, we have combined many methods to 

build a minutia extractor and a minutia matcher. The 

following concepts have been used- histogram equalization, 

binarization, enhanced thinning, minutiae markings and 

false minutiae removal in order to increase the precision of 

the minutia localization process and elimination of spurious 

minutia with higher accuracy. The incorrect acceptance and 

false rejection are due to some fingerprint images with bad 

quality and the vulnerable minutia match algorithm. Also a 

new approach to detect “liveness” associated with 

fingerprint scanners is proposed. The approach is based on 

underlying texture of the fingerprint images. Advantages of 

this method are that it is pure software based and only 

requires one image. 
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